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Middle East Fuji LLC won the Seatrade Maritime News
Readers’ Choice Award: Ship Supplier of the Year
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The
prestigious
Seatrade
Maritime
Awards Middle East, Indian Subcontinent
and Africa was held in Atlantis Ballroom,
Atlantis The Palm Dubai on 31st October
2016. The event was attended by honoured guests, prominent officers and
leading personalities from different companies and organizations in marine and
shipping industry.

Various awards have been presented
that night to the nominated organizations. It is a great honour and privilege
for Middle East Fuji LLC to be awarded
with Seatrade Maritime News Readers’
Choice Award: Ship Supplier of the Year.
The award was received with pride by
Mr. Saeed Abdulkarim Hussain Al Malik,
President & CEO. Together with him to
grace the event was Mr. Masaharu Ono,
Chairman Fuji Trading Co. Ltd.

Seatrade Maritime News Readers’
Choice Award: Ship Supplier of the
Year 2016
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Middle East Fuji LLC has actively partaken during the Dubai Maritime week
by taking up an 84 sq. m. stand for the 3-day Seatrade Exhibition held
from 31st October to 2nd November in Dubai International Convention and
Exhibition Centre. The vibrant MEF stand attracted guests, customers and
fellow suppliers from marine industry.

Although this year has been very challenging due to the market situation,
Middle East Fuji LLC has endured to be one of the best ship suppliers in
the region maintaining quality, reliability and integrity.
~ Melanie Tarrosa
“Middle East Fuji
LLC has endured
to be one of the
best ship suppliers
in the region
maintaining
quality, reliability
and integrity”
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Seatrade Maritime Middle East Exhibition 2016
The Seatrade Maritime Middle East Exhibition 2016 was held Under the patronage of His
Highness Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai
from 31st October to 2nd November in Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre
Dubai UAE.

Middle East Fuji LLC has actively participated and covered an 84 sq. m. stand showcasing the
core products and services provided.

Middle East Fuji LLC Stand H1
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MEF Engineering Technical Seminar 2016
Middle East Fuji Engineering proudly announced and presented its 3rd Marine and Offshore
Technical Seminar together with participating Japanese manufacturers and with the technical
support from ClassNK and JSMEA. The technical seminar was attended by approximately 70
delegates and was held in Jumeirah Emirates Towers Godolphin Ballroom on 30 th October 2016
from 09:00hrs to 17:00hrs with scheduled technical presentations. In conjunction with the technical presentations, there were representatives from each manufacturer available for one-onone discussions throughout the day in the Godolphin Foyer.
The event commenced with a welcome message from Mr. Saeed Al Malik, President & CEO and
was formally inaugurated by Mr. Masaharu Ono, Chairman. The keynote speech was delivered
by Mr. Koichi Murata, Regional Director Nippon Kaiji Kyokai who gave a brief description of
each technical presentation.

Among the manufacturers
who facilitated the technical presentations were
Nakakita Seisakusho Co.
Ltd., Kemel Co., Shinko Ind.
Ltd., Samson Rope Technologies Inc., Miura Co. Ltd and
Armonicos Co. Ltd. The
length of the seminar was
apportioned into morning
and afternoon sessions
with lunch and coffee
breaks provided.

To show gratitude and appreciation to our guests who
stayed and attended the entire session, MEF Golden Dhow
raffle draw was done after the technical presentations had
been completed. The lucky winner who seized the prize was
Mr. Sharif Badran, LNG Technical Superintendent (ADNATCO
and NGSCO). The Golden Dhow Award was presented by Mr.
Ryusaku Hayashi, Managing Director. The technical seminar
was formally closed by Mr. Noboru Ando, Managing Director
JSMEA.
It was indeed a very successful technical seminar packed
with updated information and product knowledge from our
manufacturer representatives. Middle East Fuji Engineering is
looking forward to again host another Technical Seminar in
the coming years.
~ Melanie Tarrosa
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61st ISSA Convention and Trade Exhibition 2016, Dubai
“Sailing Ahead In Turbulent Times”
International Ship Suppliers and Services Association (ISSA) was pleased to announce that Dubai
will again host the 61st ISSA Convention and Trade Exhibition 2016 under the patronage of his
highness Sheikh Hamdan Bin Mohammed Bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai with
the title sponsorship of DP World UAE Region.

The ISSA Convention and Exhibition took place from 31st October to 2nd November during the
Dubai Maritime week conducted together with Seatrade Maritime Middle East 2016. The 2-day
ISSA Conference was attended by a number delegates from marine and shipping industry.

The event was systematically planned and organized by UAE National Ship Suppliers Association
(UNSSA) under the supervision of Mr. Saeed Al Malik, UNSSA Chairman. The event concluded with
a Gala Dinner on 2nd November held in Al Sahra Desert Resort which allowed the delegates to
experience a touch of Arab culture and tradition from the desert ambiance to food and various
presentations.

~ Melanie Tarrosa
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MEF 24th Foundation Day
MEF has achieved another milestone as we celebrate the 24th Foundation
Day on December 14, 2016. We can’t deny the fact that the previous year was
a tough one, but despite with the challenges, we were able to manage and
indeed we came up strong.

“Acknowledge
the people who
made it
through

In celebration for another year of success we honour the people who worked
hard to attain the company’s vision “To be the best service provider in the
region”. Hence, the company provided a lunch treat and staff gathered on
that day.
MEF proved that foundation day is not just about celebrating success, but
acknowledging the people who made it through difficult times and embraced the challenge with a positive outlook which made the celebration
more relevant.

difficult times
and embraced
the challenge
with a positive
outlook”

~ Janine Jamero
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Year-End General Cleaning
To welcome the year with a fresh start, it has been a tradition at MEF
to conduct a Year-End General Cleaning with the participation of all
employees. We had a 2-day cleaning event which was scheduled on
December 28 & 29 from 1400-1600. Each department were assigned to
a specific location to make sure that all areas were covered.

MEF made sure that cleanliness is one of the priorities for it will lead to a safe environment.
Certainly, it is much better to work in a clean and healthy environment.
~ Janine Jamero

“It is much
better to
work in a
clean and
healthy
environment”
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MEF Christmas Party 2016

Christmas Season is about sharing and loving, it is one of the most anticipated seasons of the year.
Parties are everywhere to celebrate the festive season. MEF never fails to honor the true essence of
Christmas.
On 23rd December 2016, MEF Christmas Party was celebrated in our existing warehouse area. The
programme started around 11:00 in the morning which was led by our very own emcees, the handsome and energetic Mr. Andrian Nituda and the beautiful and witty Ms. Jergin Jugan. The event
commenced with an inspiring welcome message from Mr. Ryusaku Hayashi.

“Drifting together
through
raging times”

~ Janine Jamero
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The staff were divided into five groups the Pink, Green, Red, Yellow and Blue Teams to have a fun and
friendly competition with each other. In the end, the Pink team was declared over-all winner, 2nd place to
Green Team, 3rd place to Red Team, 4th place to Yellow Team and 5th place to Blue Team. Like any other
events, parties will never be complete without the presence of a sumptuous meal and as expected everyone
was eager to taste the buffet lunch served.

The event was not only for the staff but also for the families who have been very supportive and attended
the party. The lovely wives present that day participated as judges for the Cheering competition. Kids games
were prepared to entertain the active and enthusiastic young people in the crowd.
Despite the competition between each teams, everyone enjoyed and had fun. The party was concluded with
a closing message from Mr. Biji Joseph. For sure everyone is looking forward for the next Christmas Party!
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MEF New Staff
“Employees are company’s greatest asset. They are your competitive
advantage. You want to attract and retain the best. Provide them with
encouragement, stimulus and make them feel that they are an integral
part of the company’s mission.”
~ Anne M. Mulachy
MEF proudly welcomes two new staff to join the growing family. Welcome aboard!!!

Ms. Fathima Banu—Marine Supply

Mr. Ryan Kinaadman—Marine Supply

Employee of the Quarter
“If you are persistent you will get it. If you are consistent you will keep it.”
Congratulations and keep up the good work!!!

Mr. Fritz Bautista
Marine Supply

Mr. Sukumar Subash
MEF Engineering

Ms. Kristine De Jesus
Marine Supply
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